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Elevated Leadership: Experts Say
it’s Time to Move Out of Industrial
Age Thinking and Develop
Personal Accountability
By Emily Clingman

What: Life. Leadership. Elevated. conference
When: June 15
Where: Denver, Colorado
Information and registration: www.life-leadership-elevated.com.
Leadership isn’t a position. It’s a choice to serve others. One’s plans, decisions and actions must be aligned
across every context, every role and every interaction. This one-day event will help you understand leadership isn’t a conversation — it’s a philosophy. To serve others effectively, you need a single, clear statement
of purpose and values that you apply to every role you play — at home, in your community and at work.
Each speaker will provide actionable takeaways to help you clarify your purpose and values, and align to
them, no matter what you’re doing or where you are. The conference fee includes a copy of each speaker’s
latest book.
SPEAKERS
• Ann Phillips, CEO of Phillips Consulting (www.linkedin.com/in/ann-phillips-7255521/)
• Kathy Klotz-Guest, CEO of Keeping It Human (www.keepingithuman.com)
• Mark S. Babbitt, CEO of YouTern and President of WorqIQ (www.youtern.com)
• Nicole Reyhle, CEO of Retail Minded (www.retailminded.com)
• S. Chris Edmonds, CEO of The Purposeful Culture Group (www.drivingresultsthroughculture.com)
• Shawn Murphy, CEO of WorqIQ (www.worqiq.com)
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You didn’t set out to create a miserable workplace, but congratula-

tions, here you are — says Chris Edmonds, CEO of The Purposeful Culture Group.
Edmonds and a team of other workplace culture professionals are
gearing up to host a power-packed leadership conference in Denver
in June, with the intention of inspiring corporate team leaders and
executives to reframe their perspectives on culture, engagement
and morale in the office.
Fundamentally, effective leadership at work begins with a strong
Edmonds
individual foundation.
“If you try to be one person at home, but then a different person at work, and even
another person socially, that’s too many facades to manage,” Edmonds says. “Why
don’t we get rid of the facades and figure out who we are as people? What’s our purpose on this planet? How are we going to serve others in our lives?”
If individuals get clear about their own purpose and the values,
then realign each role they play in life to those self-determined principles, Edmonds says they will experience less conflict, feel saner
and be more effective in leading people.
“Once you do that, you can live your best life in every scenario,” he
says. “Most leaders are just throwing darts hoping something will
happen. If you’re chasing after someone else’s dream, you’re going to
be exhausted every day and won’t gain traction on anything meaningful to you.”
Edmonds notes the shift in workplace culture is often attributed to — or blamed
on, depending on who you ask — millennials. While it may seem that way, Edmonds
says everyone wants to feel valued at work and have a passion and purpose for their
work. With the rise of social media and by the prodding of Gen X parents, millennials
and emerging GenZs have busted open this Pandora’s box of repressed desires for
individual significance and better workplace environments.
“These ‘kids’ want to be listened to and valued,” Edmonds says. “They are disconnected in the workplace because they don’t understand the power structure and
stifling environment left over from the Industrial Age. If you are a leader that says,
‘I don’t give a rat’s ass about feelings and people’s well-being,’ well, good luck. Those
employees you need in the future will look for work elsewhere.”
Edmonds’ takeaway: When you change how you think about leadership, it changes
how you think about life — which is also the message of “Life.Leadership.Elevated.”
It’s a conference in Denver June 15, he and the people featured in this story are hosting called “Life.Leadership.Elevated.”
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Mentorship is key

Mark Babbitt, CEO of YouTern and president of WorqIQ, teaches a mentor-first
approach to leadership. Though professionally, he identifies himself as a speaker,
author and consultant, he likes to consider himself a doorman.
“My job as a leader is to open doors for other people” Babbitt says.
“Give everybody the same opportunity that frankly, us old white
guys have had.”
When Babbitt consults with organizational leaders that have been
in business for a long time, resistance to his ideas “would be an understatement in many circles,” he says.
Babbitt
“The fact is, us old white guys feel the need to remain
in power and protect what is ours even at the deficit of well-being
for everyone else.”
Babbitt approaches his colleagues with care, though. It’s true,
corporate power structures are deeply embedded, but it’s not necessarily the fault of current leaders. So, he starts with the data. There’s
lots of it out there.
“Research, from Gallop, for instance, shows that an engaged workforce performs 30 percent better than one still based on control
and demand,” he says. “Employees that trust their leaders perform
40 percent better than those under the supervision of a controlling
manager. Those who believe in their direct supervisor are 10 times less likely to go to
another job. We start with this kind of information. It’s pretty powerful stuff.”
Another way Babbitt helps those in leadership roles evaluate themselves is to ask
them, “If you left the company today for a position with a new company, how many
members of your team would follow you?”
If the answer is less than half, that’s not good. A good leader creates community,
culture, engagement and a sense of loyalty.
“It certainly starts with who you are,” Babbitt says. “If you’re the guy who relies on
command and control, and doesn’t care who comes and who goes, you’re not going to
have a good culture. If people aren’t driven by purpose, and are only there to collect
a paycheck, then they aren’t going to perform well. So, let’s take a closer look at that.”
Babbitt suggests restructuring the reward and recognition systems in place. Instead of using individual rewards, try rewarding entire teams or recognizing groups
for their collaborative efforts. This fosters a better atmosphere for sportsmanship in
the office, instead of cutthroat competition among staff.
“If companies can instill that behavior, retention rates and productivity go up,”
Babbitt says. “The number of new employee referrals go up. Employees who refer
former colleagues, university buddies or other people in their network, significantly
impacts turnover and wasted money on hiring and training people that aren’t right
for the job.”
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Let’s get down to funny business

Comedian and workplace coach Kathy Klotz-Guest uses her background in tech
company management and improvisational comedy to help companies use the concept of fun to build workplace culture.
“It’s not necessarily about being funny per se, but how can we have
more fun in the workplace,” Klotz-Guest says. “Leaders have to
understand that a culture of humor is celebrating fun, which is celebrating people. If you, as the leader, lighten up, then your people
are more open to experimenting, innovating and creativity.”
Team leaders who control the microclimate of a team, don’t have
Klotz
to wait for the executive to sanction having fun as a team. Humor is
just too important to wait for somebody else to validate.
“Leaders need to understand that part of just being human is bringing our whole
selves to work,” she says. “We don’t want to leave our sense of humor in the car every
morning.”
Klotz-Guest says even the most serious workers don’t mind
a little fun. Sometimes it just needs to be defined by individual
teams — what’s comfortable and meaningful for them, versus
companywide planned fun (aka awkward) days.
Taking cues from improv comedians doesn’t mean creating a
“Whose Line Is It Anyway” atmosphere.
“The biggest misnomer about improvisation is that it’s strictly
comedy,” Klotz-Guest says. “Improvisational principles are so
much more than being funny. It’s about saying, ‘Yes, and …’ ”
“Yes, and” is about listening to other people and bringing
those ideas forward, making your partner look good, supporting ideas other than your own. Improvisation is a mindset, she says. With respect to
principles used by improv comedy groups, one of the core concepts is “yes, and ...”
“How we build scenes on stage with no script is because somebody will make an
offer and we ‘yes, and …’ to the idea. If I ‘yes, but,’ the idea, I’ve just killed the scene
and it goes nowhere” she says. “And that’s a lot like corporate teams. If you present
an idea to me, and I shoot it down, you’re going to be like, ‘Fine, I’m just going to stop
coming up with ideas.’
“ ‘Yes, and ...’ doesn’t mean I’m going to do it. It doesn’t mean I’m going to write
a check for it on the spot. But I want you to know that I heard you. I might say, ‘We
can’t do all of those things on your list, but we can definitely start with your first
idea.’ Validate that you hear people by finding something you can agree to in all of
what they said. And add on to it so you can move the conversation forward.”
Klotz-Guest’s takeaway: Improvisation is accessing your core, your creativity and
all the great things — so much more than just being funny.
The Business of Furniture | Subscribe at bof.press | May 2, 2018
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Advice from the retail industry

Nicole Reyhle, CEO of the company Retail Minded, consults corporate leaders on
using retail techniques to care for their teams.
“Retail is such a diverse environment, whether it’s brick-and-mortar, online or
service-based, it overlaps with corporate management in so many
ways,” Reyhle says.
The hours of a retailer are geared to compliment consumers,
beyond the traditional 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. work schedule. It overrides
traditional life. Reyhle stresses the importance of good leaders in
retail because their teams can easily become overworked and unReyhle
healthy.
“Corporate executives and team leaders are often driven to work like a retailer:
into the evening, on the weekends, non-stop during busy seasons,” Reyhle says. “But
their staff may not be wired the same way. A leader needs to understand his or her boundaries when it comes to placing demands on
others.”
Communication is very important, Reyhle says.
“Take an email for example. You may be at the office until 9 p.m.
and need to send an email to an employee. One of the best things
you can do, is first, acknowledge the hour of the email, and let them
know they don’t need to respond immediately, but by such and such
a time the next day,” she says. “The choice of words people use is really important to help their team feel less stressed and to balance their own time.”
Reyhle notes that especially in this age with 24-hour access to technology, it’s important to give your employees a comfort zone. Too often people feel they need to
react right away unless you give them allowance not to.
Reyhle’s takeaway: As a leader, respect the boundaries of your team, even if you are
motivated to work 24-7.
Fostering a sense of belonging

CEO of WorqIQ Shawn Murphy has worked with thousands of managers that
struggle with being a manager because it’s just not like it used to be.
“They are seeing and feeling the difference but can’t quite put
their finger on what’s going on,” Murphy says. “Their workers are
stressed, tired or unengaged.”
Research shows the workplace is not a positive environment for
most people. In part, what’s driving that is the lack of feedback and
recognition that they are on the right path or doing a good job.
Murphy
“That’s not simply because we’ve got bad managers, though that
can certainly be part of it. The other part is the workload in companies today is so
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overwhelming. Competition is much greater. Technology is driving legacy companies to be more agile than they’re usually accustomed to. So, the demands on managers make it harder on them to be available to their teams to give feedback and make
corrections or establish relationships.”
Yet, belonging is a very real human need, he says. What’s unique is that it is also
very beneficial for the leader.
“We all are driven to want meaningful relationships,”
Murphy says. “They help ease the manager’s concerns
around believing the team can do what they need to do
without hovering over them. When people feel valued,
wanted and welcome, it helps them add and contribute
more to the work environment and the team members
work better together.”
While that sounds great in theory, many in corporate
leadership roles don’t know how to go about making their
employees feel like they belong. The first step is to choose
that this is important.
“If you don’t commit to it, it could very well come across
as a management fad,” Murphy says. “As a leader, at any level, you need to be willing
to commit to building high quality relationships.”
This means taking a genuine interest in understanding people. Have one-on-one
conversations that expand on more than just getting tasks done. It’s about learning
what team members’ interests are, their hopes, their aspirations, what’s important
to them, what problems they want to solve, what hobbies they have.
“When we talk about relationships, it’s not rocket science but it can be uncomfortable in the workplace,” he says. “As a manager you can also help them make connections with others on the team or within the company, to help them succeed. A paycheck is not enough.”
Murphy’s takeaway: If you’re in management because of the pay, the perks or the
title, you don’t belong in management. It is about helping people be successful and
letting them know they are valued and belong right where they are. BoF
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